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AIdo Moro's prophetic 
warning 

In his political testament, written while prisoner of the Red 

Brigades in 1978, Christian Democracy (DC) President 

Aldo M oro warned against a new generation of politicians 

whom U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger was pro

moting to replace the historical leadership of the Chris

tian Democracy. In that document, which was discovered 

only last year in the Red Brigades safehouse in Milan, 

Moro wrote: 

. . . It was a matter of, as far as I found out, a directive 

ber of the "Clean Hands" pool of judges. Hooked up via 
satellite, from the United States, is the chairman of the Feder
al Election Commission, Scott Thomas. 

Jan. 29. Judge Agostino Cordova reveals that Justice 
Minister Claudio Martelli has so far refused to give him the 
necessary rooms and computers in Rome to start processing 
the enormous amount of material he has seized in the anti-

56 Investigation 

This testament by Aldo Moro was itten while he was a 
captive of the Red Brigades in 197 .In it. he names Henry 
Kissinger (shown here as the Trojan Horse in a 1983 cartoon 
by Claudio Celani) as the person 0 rhestrating the demolition 
of Italy's political system, in favor Qf one that "speaks 
English." 

from Secretary of State Kissi ger, who out of realism 
continued to aim at the DC, but Aiming at a new, youthful, 
technologically equipped and �o longer that traditional 
and unsophisticated [DC] to "hich 1 belonged. Young 
parliamentarians begin to systematically frequent the em
bassy (1 know, for example, a�out [name illegible] and 
Segni; I don't imagine that De Carolis, Rossi, and others 
would have been so gladly accepted). So we had here, not 
by the initiative of the ambasSador, but from the State 
Department itself, a change in r�lations, which prefigured 
an Italy which among other thin. s speaks English, is more 
homogeneous with a more sophisticated and so to speak 
more international world that w�s being delineated. 

With Ambassador [Richard� Gardner I had, as I said, 
few relations and all centered 9n the situation, explained 
with the greatest objectivity. qardner was very correct, 
he always read and explained tlie American position . 

I 

masonic investigation. 
Jan. 29-30. Police raid the ffices of the Italian Socialist 

Party and its newspaper Avan i, in Rome. Craxi is served 
with a second notice of investi�ation by Milan magistrates. 

February. Constitutional palance of power is close to 
being violated when Milan magistrates send police to the 
Parliament. The news is kept sl cret for three days, until the 
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